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TOBACCO: An Industry In Transition
By GENE McMURTRY
The winds of. change are blowing
across the tobacco fields of Virginia and
the industry finds itself in the greatest
period of transition since, perhaps, the
early days of the colonies. The questions
of health, loss of export markets, the
mounting surplus, and the acreagepoundage program have resulted in widespread awareness that the tobacco industry is in transition. The exact shape and
outcome of this transition, however, is
yet to be determined.
The tobacco crop contributes over $100
million to the Virginia farm economy and
is the State's number one cash crop. It is
the mainstay of the economy in Southside
Virginia and to a lesser extent in Southwest Virginia. Tobacco processing and
manufacturing has been the number one
employer in the Richmond area.
Government programs born of the
1930's are undergoing change. An acreage-poundage program was approved by
the flue-cured tobacco. farmers by nearly
a three to one margin in May 1965. Not
since the 1938 referendum had flue-cured
growers been given a choice other than
(1) a continuation of acreage-allotments
or (2) no controls. The earlier tobacco
program with its system of acreage-allotments has been held by many as the
"ideal" supply control method. Why,
after 25 years, did Congress and the
growers vote for a method of supply control based primarily on pounds of tobacco sold (within the limitations of allotted
acres)? To answer this question, let us
look at the tobacco situation. Most growers and others concerned with this crop
knew that flue-cured tobacco was in serious trouble. In spite of the 10 per cent
cut in the 1964 acreage, the crop was 17
million pounds larger than the 1963 crop.
Of the 886 million pounds of Stabilization stocks on hand on August 1, 1965,
about 80 per cent was from the last 3
crop years (see Figure 1).
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Burley production and supplies have
literally skyrocketed since 1961 (see Figure 2) . In 1964 nearly 18 per cent of the
burley crop ,vent under loan with approximately 340 million pounds on hand
compared with only 96 million pounds 2
years earlier. Currently, the total stocks
of both flue-cured and burley tobaccos
are at all-time high levels.
At one time it would have been possible to adjust supplies by applying acreage-allotment cuts early and with sufficient severity. History has demonstrated
the difficulty of this type of action when
a program has become immeshed with
political considerations.
Flue-cured growers in December 1964
turned out in record numbers and voted
overwhelmingly (96.5 per cent) for a
19V2 per cent cut in acreage-allotments.
During the months that followed there
was much discussion, sometimes heated,
of the merits of switching over to an
acreage-poundage program as a method
of controlling production.
The reduction of 19Y2 per cent for
flue-cured tobacco in 1965 would not
have reduced substantially the total stocks
on hand. The compUlsion for even higher
yields under the acreage-allotment system would have meant a continued deterioration in the quality of the U. S.
leaf, resulting in smaller export sales and
having a detrimental effect on the domestic market. Most growers finally realized
that another year of large amounts going
into loan stocks resulting in heavy government expenditures would, if left unFIGURE 1
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checked, eventually destroy the tobacco
program.
THE .A.CREAGE-POUNDAGE PROGRAM

In l\lay 1965 the acreage-poundage program by a margin of ahnost 3 to 1 was
approved to become effective for the
1965, 1966, and 1967 crops. Only in Virginia and North Carolina did the vote
exceed two-thirds in favor of the acreagepoundage proposal. In Georgia, fewer
than 14 per cent of the flue-cured growers
voted for the program in l\1ay in contrast with the 81 per cent in the December 1964 referendum. North Carolina cast
more than half the total ballots in the
1\1ay referendum.
A number of growers, especially in
South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida,
apparently did not clearly understand
the provisions of the acreage-poundage
program nor what it would mean to
them. There developed a strong feeling
among some growers that this program
would jeopardize their position in terms
of Type 14 tobacco and any change in
the program would be to their disadvanFIGURE 2
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tage. In contrast, growers inlhe Middle-and Old Belts felt that the acreagepoundage program would give them a
somewhat greater advantage than the current acreage-allotment program.
Farm organizations play a major role
in the failure or passage of a program
or referendum. In the two states where
the referendum carried, FarnI Bureau and
Grange leadership actively supported the
program, although there was some Farmers Union opposition in Virginia. In the
three states where the referendum failed
to receive the necessary two-thirds "yes"
votes, the Farm Bureau opposed the acreage-poundage program. A part of this
opposition ,vas "on principle." It was
felt that this type of control was bad
rather than that acreage-poundage legislation was bad.
Under the acreage-poundage program,
farm marketing quotas are stated in
pounds along with matching acreage allotments. This differs from the acreageallotment program where there is no
limitQntl~~.qua!1!j~Y_~~Zt9we~ c~n }'l1 aXket with price support so long as he complies with his farm acreage allotment.
Most growers recognized that under an
acreage-allotment and price support program, higher yields meant larger income.
Thus, the growers were faced with a
pocketbook dilemma in choosing between
growing a crop of "quality" tobacco or
a crop of "high yield" tobacco on their
restricted acres. The income opportunity
from continued cuts in allotments
nudged the majority of growers toward
the "high yield" decision.
Under the acreage-poundage program
the emphasis has been shifted from extremely high yields to more moderate
yields of quality tobacco in an effort to

obtain the greatest return per pound sold
rather than per acre. Determination of
farm yields was dependent upon the individual grower's yields during a fiveyear period, as well as those of his neighbors. Each grower selected his best three
out of five years (1959-63). Then adjustments ,vere made on t.he basis of community yields.
A grower under the acreage-poundage
program can market up to 110 per cent
of his quota if he has been within his
acreage allotment. There is no penalty
except that his next year's quota will be
reduced by the amount overmarketed in
1965. One of the most emphasized features of this progralll is the undermarketing provision under which tobacco not
produced in 1965 -may .. be . added to the.
total allotment for 1966. This provides
a type of insurance against crop damage,
drought, insects, hail, fire, etc., and can
be of special benefit to the smaller grower or part-time farmer because it allows
a full crop to be produced every other
year. The program reduces the insecurity
of small crop yields and has an advantage
over the old acreage-allotment system
where the action of other growers could
substantially affect the size of allotment
(via average cuts) that a farmer could
plant the following year.
DOMESTIC AND WORLD CONSUMPTION

The storm cloud of the Surgeon General's Smoking and Health Report is still
on the horizon, although most American
consumers are once again picking up
their packs, pipes, and cigars. Cigarette
consumption was off three and one-half
per cent in 1964 but today cigarette consumption is at record levels (see Figure
3) .
The newly passed cigarette labeling
and.advertising~a"ct_will take _~effect on
January 1, 1966. This act requires a conspicuous label on every cigarette package
reading as follows: "Caution: Cigarette
smoking may be hazardous to your
health." This warning statement will not
FIGURE 3
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apply to newspaper, TV, and radio advertising.
From 1955 to 1963 cigarette consumption grew faster than the population.
There was a switch, however, to filter
cigarettes which accounted for only 1.5
per cent of the cigarettes sold in 1952 as
against 61 per cent in 1965. It is obvious,
though, that total sales in the years ahead
would have been higher if there had
been no health scare.
The percentage rise in world consumption of cigarettes averaged five per cent
annually during most of the 1950's. Recently, there has been a slowing of this
annual rate of increase. Even --w4olit...b-.-...a
smaller rate 0 increase, ho,vever, by ]975
world consumptIo
~igarettes is likely
~~ __ ~~ _p~arly one-thi!d .. lar~_~ th~I1~n
1964.
World consumption of the blended
cigarette, developed in the U. S., continues upward. The main constituents
of the blended cigarette have been and
still are flue-cured and burley tobaccos.
The high acceptance has been caused by
good smoking qualities, including flavor
and aroma.
Although there has been a rise in domestic cigarette consumption, there has
been a downward trend in the amount
of leaf tobacco per thousand cigarettes
manufactured. Total production of cigarettes was 541 billion pieces in 1964, but
the manufacturers used about the same
amount of leaf as was required to produce 436 billion pieces in 1952. The introduction of new manufacturing techniques and the increased proportion of
filter tip cigarettes will continue to hold
domestic leaf usage considerably below
what would be expected from any increase in cigarette consumption. The consumption of cigars and smoking tobacco
gre~_~ly iJ1cre~§e~tjn 1964.
EXPORTS OF U. S. LEAF
U. S. tobacco exports, including both
manufactured and unmanufactured tobacco products, have in recent years totaled nearly one-half billion dollars per
year. This is about 10 per cent of the
value of all agricultural shipments.
Eighty-two per cent of all tobacco exported was sold for dollars. The future
of U. S. exports will depend to a large
extent on the trend in world cigarette
output.
Flue-cured exports have maintained a
nearly constant poundage total over the
last several years but have failed to share
in the increasing overseas market. Our
competitors - Rhodesia, Canada, and In-

_
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dia - have increased their production
and are also improving quality. At the
same time, U. S. tobacco export prices are
increasing. Burley exports are expected
to reach an all-time high in 1965. However, about 40 countries are growing burley for export compared with half that
number a decade ago.
Western Europe has traditionally been
the best market for our tobacco, absorbing nearly three-fourths of our exports.
The United Kingdom is our largest market for flue-cured tobacco. Per capita consumption in most West European countries is increasing. As incomes rise, it appears that sales of cigarettes made of flue
and burley tobaccos will increase at the
expense"o£ cigarettes made mostly of dark
_.J9baccos. This~yil1 provide a/larger market for U. S. leaf. The U. S. has not
shared in the expansion of this market,
however, even though our total pounds
exported has remained nearly constant
(see Figure 4) .
FIGURE 4
USE OF LEAF TOBACCO IN
WESTERN EUROPE 1950-64
Mil. LB.
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ALLOTMENT

A tobacco allotnlent is the legal right
to produce and market tobacco. As such
it has a value to the buyer or seller of a
tobacco farm. The sale price attributable
to the allotment represents a payment
for a part of the benefits to be derived
in future years from the tobacco program.
Currently, the value of an allotment is
between $1,500 and $4,000 per acre depending on the area and yield history.
Under the acreage-poundage program the
value will be calculated on the basis of
so much per pound.
In order for a grower to expand his
tobacco allotment, it has been necessary
for him to purchase other tobacco farms.
However, in 1962 a lease and transfer
program came into effect which allowed
the renting of flue-cured allotments.
(This provision does not apply to burley.) As allotments have been cut, the
pressure has increased either to rent to or
from others. There is increased emphasis
on obtaining additional allotments in
order to achieve a unit of economical size.
This pressure 'was quite pronounced in

cured tobacco is exported, compared to
one-tenth for burley. The difference in
price levels between U. S. flue-cured tobacco and that of our major competitors
has continued to widen as shown in the
accompanying table.

the flue-cured area during 1965 when an
acre of allotment rented from $300 to
$500.
PRICES

AND THE

GROWER

The lot of the small tobacco farmers,
tenants, and sharecroppers are stitched
inseparably to changes in government
programs. This not only includes agricultural programs but others as well. The
use of minimum wage legislation as it
applies to agricultural workers will speed
transition in the tobacco area. Since tobacco requires so much labor, a minimum
wage of $1.15 per hour will put a squeeze
on profits since this is 10 to 30 cents
more than is currently being paid. Thus,
farmers must increase the productivity
of their labor which usually means a need
for larger operating units and the attendant problem of obtaining additional allotments and poundage quotas.
Higher production costs will mean that
additional emphasis will be given to the
level of support prices. Increases in the
"Index of Prices Paid" and the change
in the grade distribution under the 10year moving average has meant a 2.2
cents increase in overall price supports
for the years 1964 and 1965. Under the
present formula the net change in grade
rates, from changes in both loan level
and grade distribution, will mean an increase of between one and one and onehalf cents per year (see Figure 5).

A TWO-PRICE PLAN
In the next few months there will be
considerable discussion and perhaps some
new legislation will be submitted which
will permit the sale of tobacco at a lower
price under a basic two-price plan. Most
two-price plans provide that the price to
domestic companies would be significantly higher than the price export companies
would have to pay. This would be accomplished under several different proposals or formulas, but all would require
lowering support prices. This would
make our leaf more competitive, with
expanded sales to foreign markets. Growers' incomes would depend upon price
differentials between domestic and export
tobacco, amount of foreign sales, and
cost of production. The need is to move
nlore tobacco from the large amounts
currently in loan stocks.
The two-price proposal being actively
discussed is one similar to the current
wheat program. Under this type of program, new price supports may be at the
43 or 45 cent level. At this level, American flue-cured tobacco would compete
favorably with tobacco from foreign exporting countries. All companies, either
domestic or export, would purchase tobacco on the auction markets under this
set of support prices. However, in addition to purchasing tobacco on the auction
market, domestic companies would be
required to purchase certificates for tobacco they use. The value of these certificates, perhaps 15 to 20 cents per pound,
would be allocated back to the farmer
based on pounds marketed. Under the
plan, the certificate provision would require domestic companies to purchase
their tobacco at significantly higher than
present prices. This higher cost to the
tobacco manufacturing firm would in all
likelihood be passed on to the consumer
in the form of higher prices for cigarettes.

FIGURE 5
SUPPORT PRICE AND AVERAGE
PRICE FOR FLUE-CURED TOBA.CCO
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These increases will have real meaning
in terms of expanding our export markets under our present levels of price
supports. About one-third of our flue-

PRICES OF FLUE-CURED EXPORTS FROM MAJOR EXPORTING COUNTRIES
COUNTRY

United States ..
Canada
Rhodesia-Western Zambia
India
*Estimate

1950-54 1955-59
63.4
55.6
58.1
31.9

71.1
61.3
57.6
32.2

1960
(Cents
77.2
71.1
57.1
36.6

1961
1962
per pound)
79.4
80.8
72.9
67.1
59.2
54.8
32.0
30.6

1963

1964·

82.1
71.7
63.3
36.1
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49
31
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In effect, cigarette smokers, rather than
the general public, would be carrying a
larger share of the support program.
VIRGINIA GROWERS FACE THE FUTURE

Until recently, tobacco growers have
been able-to say the tobacco_ P!ogram has
not cost' a"ilyont cent.'
or-dler to move
crops from inventory, however, some adjustments in price and carrying charges
had to be made. Tobacco under loan is
collateral for the government loans with
which growers are paid. As the collateral
becomes less saleable (valuable), losses
of taxpayers' monies are inevitable.
There were large losses ($80 million) on
the 1955-56 flue-cured crop with only
nominal losses for burley. There also may
be substantial losses on the 1962, 1963,
arid 1964 crops currently in storage. The
cost of the tobacco program has been
small, however, when compared with the
total price support program on all agricultural commodities.
Even under an acreage-poundage program a period of time will be required
for the reduction of present loan stocks.
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As of August 1965, more than twice as
much tobacco has been sold from fluecured stocks as was sold during all of
1964. Expectations are that sales fronl
stocks will be greater than the 1965 Teceipts resulting in a net reduction which
.~ __.is a hopeful sign. Also, the quality of the
crop has increased and prices paid are
currently seven cents higher than last
year.
This fall will find considerable discussion throughout the burley area on the
acreage-poundage program. The size of
the current crop and the magnitude of
any acreage cuts will determine to a
large extent whether the burley growers
will vote for an acreage-poundage program as a method of supply control.
For flue-cured growers the acreage.poundage program must be considered a
significant step in the attainment of a
more effective method of supply control
and the improvement of the overall quality of the crop. The quality advantage of
U. S. tobaccos traditionally has allowed
us to compete successfully in export

trade, as well as in the domestic market.
If the American crop is "low in quality,"
foreign buyers can do just as well or
better in other markets. The long-term
effect would be detrimental to the U. S.
tobacco industry.
The shape of the future will be influenced by our quarter-century of experience with acreage allotments and now
with the acreage-poundage program. Although the future of U. S. tobaccos might
not appear to be optimistic, neither is it
darkly depressing. Maintenance and improvement of our quality are essential.
We must continue to be skilled and determined merchandisers, especially in our
export markets.
-----The fund ~ ~ knowledge from
--~__.yearsof.dev.e1opmei'tt-.bas made OUT
tobacco the best that is grown, and a
recognized standard of quality. However,
problems are not new to the tobacco industry. Only with confidence and a determination to make the necessary adjustments will the economic future of
the American tobacco industry be secure.
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